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SEALL 2 Venues ~ Sabhal Mòr Ostaig main hall TDC 

   
Venue in the middle building with accommodation either side   Flexible stage area 

   
Raked seating and projection booth at top   Ticket and Sales area in foyer 

 

The main hall (or TDC) is for theatre and larger concerts. It is a very bright and bouncy space, which is 
brilliant for acoustic music and needs some careful EQing. 

This is a multi-purpose space with a 95-seat bleacher unit with a performance space of 9 metres wide and 7 
metres deep and 4.5 metres high. In addition up to 85 loose seats (total capacity 180) can be placed in front 
of the bleacher seats, for concerts. 

The hall is a clean space 16 metres long by 9 metres wide. Entrances are only on stage right. The high and 
low windows on stage left have full black-out. See the plans at the end. 

Parking and Access 

There is good parking with immediate level access to the venue. Equipment can be loaded directly into the 
hall through a fire-door back stage right. OR into a small store/workroom and then through 1m wide doors 
to stage right. 

Surfaces 

Walls to the side and rear of the audience are flat light beech panels. Behind the stage the wall is beech 
panel up to 1 metre and plain white above that. The floor is good quality polished wood. 

Stage area 

The stage area is that part of the hall floor not used by seating. There are no wings, no flats, no drapes.  

There is flexible staging available, 8 interlocking, carpet-covered units, 1.2 ms square and 0.5 ms high. 



Electricity 

Several 13 amp sockets around the performance area, on three circuits.  

Two 32 amp single phase sockets, each one a different phase, in two cupboards stage right.  

1 x 63 amp single-phase socket, stage right is used for lighting. 

House Lighting 

House lights are bright large fluorescent lights and dimmable smaller ceiling lights, offering little subtlety.  

Stage lighting  

20 lights hard-wired lamps on 4 horizontal bars, on left and right walls, one at the front side of the 
bleachers, and one at the side of the stage. 2 are set for house lighting. 4 large adjustable spots, the rest 
are smaller spots and floods. Gels, frames and additional 15 amps cables. The 24 x 2 channel desk can be 
worked from the projection room at the back or from anywhere on the floor. 

Sound 

24 channel Allen and Heath desk, mics, stands, cables, reverb, graphic equalisers, f.o.h. powered speakers 
and 4 monitor mixes. See the Technical sheet for Sound for full details. 

Technical station 

Sound is usually operated from front right (stage left) of the audience.  

Film / digital 

The venue has cinema quality 35 mm film projection and digital projection, Dolby Digital, DVD and Blu-ray. 

Off-stage 

The store/workroom doubles as a green-room. Downstairs are two toilets – clean, warm, well-lit with hand-
basins and showers. There is no public access to these areas. Classrooms upstairs are also available. 

Ticket and Sales space 

Ticket sales are in the venue foyer, near the bar where tables can be set up for Sales. 

 

 

 



 


